Ahstract-This paper aims at presenting the interest of the Linear Parameter Varying (LPV ) methods for vehicle dynamics control, in particular when some actuators may be in failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automotive vehicles are composed of many interrelated sub-systems, which contribute to the overall improvement in the comfort and safety of vehicle occupants [1] , [2] . Analysis, modeling and control of the overall vehicle dy namics is more and more difficult to handle because of stronger requirements in terms of performance and safety, robustness face to external disturbances, uncertainty mod eling, sensors and/or actuators faults, etc ... This scope has led to numerous research works in Automatic control where various approaches have been employed [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . This paper highlights the LPV (Linear Parameter Varying) approach whose interest is now proven by many successful applications. Here the problems of semi-active suspension control and vehicle dynamics control (namely yaw control using brake and steering actuators) will be particularly detailed and developed, considering some possible actuator failures. Indeed, while Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) has led to many contributions in the past, fewer studies have been concerned with the control reconfiguration (pa rameter adjustment) in the presence of system malfunctions or failures. However, motivated by the aerospace industry it is now admitted that Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) is of [12] . In that context, we aim at showing two illustrative cases of vehicle dynamics control, namely the suspension control (for comfort and road holding improvements) and the global chassis control (for road handling and safety).
Regarding the problem of control of semi-active suspen sion, the main challenge is to consider the dissipativity of the damper and the saturation in the synthesis step [4] . If this dissipativity constraint is not taken into account, it is neces sary to "saturate" the control input without any performance guarantee, which is referred to as the clipped strategy. In [13] a kind of LPV gain-scheduling anti-windup strategy has been proposed to handle such a constraint, and then in [14] , [15] a non linear model of a semi-active damper is rewritten in the LPV form allowing to transform dissipativity of the semi active damper into a problem of saturation of the control input. This approach will be extended here in the case of some damper malfuntions, incorporating a specific parameter for the loss of damping efficiency.
In the second part, we develop an Hoo Multi-Input Multi Ouput (MIMO) gain-scheduled Ve hicle Dynamic Control (VDSC) that involves the steering actuators, rear brakes and four active suspension, and aims at enhancing the yaw stability and lateral car performances [16] , [17] . The aim of this work is to provide an LPV way towards a smart coordination of the three types of actuators, taking into account the physical limitations and some possible loss of effectiveness of braking and suspension actuators. Some simulation results performed on a fu ll nonlinear vehicle model subject to critical driving situations show that the proposed methodology is effective and robust.
It is worth noting that the simulations presented in that paper are provided using a nonlinear model ex perimentally validated on the vehicle Renault Megane Coupe MIPS (Mulhouse) (see [18] , [5] ), and devel oped in the framework of the French INOVE proj ect (www.gipsa-lab.fr/projet/inove/)
Following the next section where some related works are mentioned to set the paper context, the use of LPV approaches to deal with FTC design is emphasized in section III. Then section IV is devoted to the suspension control problem and section V to the vehicle dynamics control prob lem, subject to actuator malfunctions. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
While this paper will not provide a survey on FTC systems, it is however important to present the problem we are interested in, together with the related works, in order to accurately situate our study, among the FTC, LPV and automotive control approaches.
First, a FTC system aims at keeping the system operation when component malfunctions and/or failures appear [19] . The control objective is then to ensure the closed-loop system stability, and some level of performance, which could be de graded. The most intuitive method is the physical redundancy with duplication of actuator and sensor components, used for systems which high safety and reliability rules. Besides the information redundancy, which is the main concern here, makes use of additional estimation and control algorithms to allow for system surviving.
FTC can be divided in two types: active and passive ones. While the latter aims at designing a controller that will accommodate the fault effects, and could be referred to as a robust controller, the first one includes a reconfiguration mechanism linked to an FDI scheme . In that sense this could be considered as some kind of "adaptive" control. The design issue to be handled mainly concern [II], [12] :
• The design of a FDI procedure including fault detection, isolation and estimation.
• The choice of an high-level reconfiguration strategy that allows for control re-adjustment.
• The design of a reconfigurable controller, namely the choice of specific control structures and approaches.
Most of the works have been concerned with the last issue, for which different strategies have been proposed:
• The synthesis of a bank of controllers with an event based switching strategy between nominal, safe and reconfiguration modes.
• The fault hiding approach, where the reconfiguration block takes place in between the faulty plant and the nominal controller, with the obj ective to keep the system closed-loop performances. This includes the so-called virtual sensor techniques [20] , [1 1].
• The control redesign approach, for which a new con troller, accounting for the faulty plant model, is to be synthetized. It is worth noting that, while the re configuration must operate in real-time, the design of the controller it-self may be done off-line or on-line according to the considered approach. This paper is concerned by the latter approach, in the context of the Linear Parameter Varying systems. Less studies have been concerned with such a case, as presented below. Mainly the objective was to extend some existing strategies to the case of LPV systems, which needs to account for larger complexity due to the parameter variations. Let us mention the special issue [2 1] where most papers have been concerned with FDI for LPV systems as [22] . Concerning FTC for LPV systems, some interesting works have been done in observer design, e.g LPV observer design for state and fault estimation in [23] , [24] , interval observer for LPV systems in [25] , LPV sliding mode observer with fault compensation in [26] , Virtual sensor approaches in [27] [28] ... Some studies more related to this paper have concerned the design of LPV FTC where the fault is part of the paramter vector, which allows a fault-scheduling control strategy (i.e an automatic reconfiguration of the controller). Let us men tion [29] where some faults corresponding to parameter changes are included in the LPV model description, and according to some estimation, this allows to scheduled the controller w.r.t fault estimation. In [30] a fault parameter corresponding to a loss of hydraulic pressure in an actuator is estimated using an EKF and is used to schedule the controller. Finally in [3 1], a driver assitance system includ ing steering and braking actuators is designed in the LPV fr amework and accounts for some loss of efficiency of the actuators that are represented as some scheduling parameters.
Finally, apart from the usual additive fault model (hat has led to many works [32]), the case of sensor and actuator failures is often distinguished due to the application context. For sensor faults, some of the strategies that have been developed include:
• observer-based control with extended state estimation (system state and fault)
• the use of virtual sensor [20] • the use of sensor switching strategies [33] In this study, we are interested in actuator malfunctions or failures (which has been considered in many papers as [34] [35] [36] [37] [24] ). The focus of this work is to account for actuator limitations in the control reconfiguration scheme. Indeed most of the existing works do consider that the actuator is able to achieve fault compensation by increasing the control gain, which may be not possible if the saturation is reached. The paper will consider both following cases:
• the control of automotive suspension system with semi active dampers that may be subject to oil leakage
• the vehicle dynamics control, namely the yaw stability control, using steering and braking actuators that could be subject to an efficiency loss and failures.
Such problems have been very few tackled in the literature. Let us mention [38] where faults are considered in the anti roll bar actuator and in the roll rate sensor, and the authors' works [39] where an LPV control of braking/steering control allows to accommodate a loss of effectiveness on the actuator braking thanks to a monitor parameter evaluating the braking efficiency, and [40] where the suspension control problem is considered in the presence of possible damper leakage and where a control reconfiguration strategy is proposed to compensate for the actuator fault.
III. AN LPV APPROACH FOR FTC
LPV systems have attracted more and more attention in the last decade since they have shown to be a very interesting extension of the robust control theory to control non linear systems [4 1] . Basic facts on LMI based Hoo problem resolution for LPV systems can be found in [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [7] . The interested reader may also find a large number of references in the last decade as mentioned in the recent books [3] , [49] .
The LPV approach is today known to be well-suited to handle system non linearities by considering them as varying parameters and to make the controller performances varying through the linear introduction of parameters (gain scheduling). It is worth noting that if the non linearities involve state variables the system is referred to as quasi-LPV (and is of course not equivalent to the non linear model). To name but a few examples, it has allowed to account for physical constraints [13] or to represent switching systems [50] . Hence, in the last decade, LPV modelling has been increasingly used to extend classical linear robust control methodology to a larger class of systems, keeping the use of linear tools. Many studies, either theoretical or practical, have been developed in the last few years [5 1], [52] , [53] , [54] .
LPV models can allow to represent several classes of systems according to the parameter dependency. The usual reprensentation considers that the system matrices depend on the parameter vector in an affine way, which leads to the well know poly topic approach for control design. Other representations may assume polynomial dependency, even rational ones. The specific class of Linear Fractional Representation of LPV systems [55] , [56] allows to deal with all the previous cases which is very useful in practical applications [57] .
On the other hand, the additional complexity due to the varying parameters requires specific theoretical tools in particular for stability analysis. Then recent studies have concerned model identification [58] , stability/stabilization [44] and control design [59] , [60] , [6 1], [62] .
A LPV state space representation � (e) is usually written as: (1) where x, wand u define the state, the exogenous and control input respectively; z and y hold for the controlled output and system measure respectively. e(.) E 8 is the set of varying parameters that describe a set of systems. A, B1 , B2, G1 , D11, D12 G2, D21 and D22 are real matrices of appropriate dimensions.
If the controller is also assumed to be LPV then the closed loop system is LPY. However the latter may differ from the plant and controller parameter description since some particular representation (as the affine one) may be lost due to the feedback loop. The 1{= synthesis for LPV systems consists in applying the Bounded Real Lemma to get some set of LMIs (after some relaxation procedures). To cope with the infinite set of LMIs to be solved due to the parameter dependency, several approaches can be used to reduce the problem into a finite number of LMIs, mainly gridding the parameter space, using the Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) or considering a poly topic approach. The synthesis method considered here is the HCXJ quadratic stabilization of LPV systems in the poly topic form, and we invite the reader to refer to particularly interesting studies [47] , [44] , [45] , [7] . Then the applied control is a convex combination of these controllers and can be expressed as follows [63] , [52] , [5] : (2) [ ACk , B Ck , G Ck D Ck 1 representing the controller synthetized at each vertex of the polytope and where,
2'
LCXk(e) = 1, CXk(e) > 0 (3) k =l
We are now interested in providing an unified fr amework for the design of FTC strategies in the LPV framework. This methodology will be used in both following sections dedicated to suspension and vehicle dynamics control.
Let us then consider an LPV system described by the state space representation:
where x E Jl{n, U E Jl{n " and y E Jl{ny, A�, B�, G� and D� are real matrices of appropriate dimensions. A(.) is a varying parameter vector that takes values in the parameter space P)..
and Ai E [.6.i Xi ] Vi = 1, ... , I} where I is the number of varying parameters. For sake of readability, A(.) will be denoted as A.
Fs is a diagonal matrix that represents the actuator effi ciency, i.e.
where T)i is referred to as the efficiency of the actuator i, for i = 1, .. , Tn. When rli = 1 the actuator is in nominal conditions. When 0 < rli < 1 the actuator i is in malfunction, and when rli = 0 the actuator is in failure.
In this paper, we will consider that rli are time-varying parameters, and they will be include in 8 the set of all parameters, as in [30], [3 1] i.e.
On the other hand, while we are interested in the design of LPV control reconfiguration in case of actuator malfunction, we will assume that a FDD (Fault Detection and Diagnosis) scheme is available. Therefore, in all what follows, T) i, Vi, will be considered to be known (even if estimated in practice).
The objective is here to use the LPV fr amework to design a controller that will be automatically reconfigured in case of actuator malfunction/failure, then to synthesise an LPV controller S(e) i.e. S(A*, T)*) . The methodology we will follow is the H= approach for LPV systems. Thus the plant model will be aggregated with weighting functions that represents the required closed-loop performances and actuator limitations. Following some author works [64] , [16] , we will consider that the weighting fu nctions are parameter dependant in order to account for closed-loop real-time performance adaptation according to :
• system non linearities as in [10] • actuator limitations as in [7] • actuator malfunctions/failures that could lead to perfor mance degradation and require the reconfiguration of the actuator coordination for multi-input systems.
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We will then denote WI (e) and W 0 (e) some input and output parameter dependent weighting fu nctions. The interconnection of the plant model L.LPV together with the weighting fu nctions WI (e) and W 0 (e) , leads to the LPV generalized plant p(e) (see Fig 1) :
A. An LPV adaptive control for FTC It is usual in H= control to include the control input among the set of controlled outputs, in order to take into account the actuator limitations. We will use this degree of freedom in order to specify some augmentation of the control gain in case of actuator malfunction. This a way to provide fault compensation as in [24] . A possible choice is to add the controlled output:
• It is worth noting that other weighting functions could depend on the efficiency parameter set, in order, for instance, to degrade the performance requirements on tracking performances ...
• Of course the way to increase control gain to com pensate for actuator malfunction is only possible if the actuator limitations are not reached. As proposed later for semi-active suspension, these limitations should be in practice taken into account to propose a solution that can be implemented.
B. An LPV approach for actuator coordination in view of FTC
The method that we will propose derives from previous authors ' work as [65] , [16] . The aim is to coordinate the actuators of a MIMO system in order to avoid an over use of all actuators, to account for the inherent actuator limitations, and to alleviate disturbances due to actuator malfunctions. The originality stands in the controller structure that is chosen of the form:
where Pi is function of {Til, ... , Tin". }, for all i.
The choice of the parameters Pi , for i = 1, ... , n" can allow to activate or not the control action, as well as to attenuate (or weight) it. As done in [16] for a braking system with left/right active brakes that needs to act when the vehicle is oversteering (or uncersteering), a simple convex combination with L� ="l Pi = 1 may provide an efficient control allocation (with an adequate distribution of the control actions on the different actuators). This will be illustrated for the LPV FTC control for vehicle dynamics.
IV. LPV FOR FTC SUSPENSION CONTROL (8)
A. Problem Formulation where W" is chosen to adapt the required control gain to the actuator efficiency, allowing to penalize the control input when the actuator is in malfunction. Thus for each input Ui ,
\:Ii, we may choose:
where W".; (s) is chosen according to the i -th actuator bandwidth and nominal saturation.
Once P( e) is obtained an LPV controller K (e) can be computed. The next step is the real-time implementation of such a controller that requires to define on-line each parameter T)i.
Because of the higher demands of the automotive industry in comfort and safety of road vehicles, the development of intelligent suspension systems has gained importance during last years. As part of these innovative suspensions, semi active shock absorbers are efficient actuators to improve passengers comfort and car road holding as well [66] . The comfort is monitored by the vehicle body motion transmitted through the suspension, while the road holding is interpreted as the suspension capability to maintain the wheel-road contact.
As shown in recent studies [66] [4], the control design for semi-active dampers is complex due to the dissipativity constraint on the damper (which is indeed a state dependent saturation [67] ). Moreover, if the damper is subject to faults, e.g. oil leakages, the development of control techniques with fault-tolerance features is required to maintain the reliability of the automotive suspension system (comfort and road holding).
Actual FTC [68] , [69] , [38] are proposed for active suspen sions only, and then do not need to handle the dissipativity constraint of the damper, i.e. they have more operating freedom but their implementations are less attractive because their high cost. In addition, none of the existing FTC con siders the saturation constraint in its design when the shock absorber is faulty. When an oil leakage occurs in a shock absorber, inherently its damping capability is reduced; this available damping force must be considered by the controller in order to avoid an impractical solution. If the saturation constraint is not considered to control a failed actuator that cannot be replaced, i.e. in absence of redundancy of actuators as in an automotive suspension system, the implementation could be compromised. Figure 2 shows the Force-Velocity (FV) map of a semi active damper subject to ditlerent leakages, by using the same road excitation. For a healthy semi-active shock ab sorber, the available damping force (low and high level) is greater than a faulty damper and consequently the deflection motion decreases, i.e. the maximum velocity of deflection is lower. When the damper has an oil leakage, the available damping force is reduced (namely the saturation constraints do change) and the maximum velocity to achieve low and high damping level is increased, e.g. when the fault reduces 30% of the damping force, the maximum deflection velocity is increased around 0.5 mls in both damping levels. In model-based control approaches, the physical con straints of a semi-active damper must be included in the control design to avoid an erroneous damping solution, Fig.  3 displays some examples of control that do not fulfill these constraints :
• If the required force is outside of the available force domain of the semi-active damper (magenta circle in Fig. 3 ), the controller is erroneously designed to add 120 and dissipate energy like an active damper.
• If the required force is greater than the maximum possible damping force and/or lower than the minimum possible damping force, orange square in Fig. 3 , the control obj ectives are compromised even if the con troller design guarantees the dissipativity constraint.
• If the damper has an oil leakage, and the saturation constraint is not adapted, the required force could be outside of the range of the "real" faulty force (even if it is inside of the range of the healthy force). In this case, the control performances are not ensured if some fault information is not included into the control design.
[ In this study, it is proposed an FTC based on LPV that includes the damper constraints to fully exploit the semi activeness of the shock absorber in a practical implementa tion, and thus achieve the best possible performances even when the actuator is faulty. F sa = exF sa (13) where F sa represents the faulty force expressed as a reduc tion of the nominal semi-active force and, ex E [0,1] is the oil leakage degree, e.g. ex = 0.7 means that the damping force will be of 70% of F sa due to a lost force of 30% .
The vertical dynamics of a Quarter of Ve hicle model, including a faulty semi-active damper, is then considered in this study as the following state-space representation: 
By estimating the parameter a by an FDD module, and computing p directly fr om the measurements, it is possible to create a generalized LPV plant strictly proper of the form (1), with e: {a,p}, as:
A(e) (15) in order to design an LPV FTC (active FTC with scheduling reconfiguration) of the form (2) with S(e) = L;: l ai(e)Si by appropriately choosing the gains Si, 'i = 1, ... , 2 i such that the closed-loop system be asymptotically stable in all parameter variations and the H CXJ control performances fu lfill with the constraints of a faulty damper and thus avoid impractical solutions.
B. LPV FTC in a Semi-Active Suspension
By considering the vertical dynamics in a Qo V model, the semi-active damping force represents the key element to isolate vibrations caused from road irregularities. When the damper partially fails, the available damping force is lower and the control performances must be adapted to these new damper conditions. 1) LPV Modeling: Based on the nonlinear QoV dynamics depicted in eq. (14), an LPV model structure can be ex pressed as:
X= A(a)·x + B(a,p)·u y= C·x (16) In order to make the control input matrix parameter independent and get a proper structure for the LPV based controller synthesis [13] , the state-space model in (16) where B1 is the column matrix of B associated to I and B 2 is the column matrix of B associated to Zr in (14) .
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Based on [15] , it is possible to saturate the controller output into the admissible range of manipulation by using an additional scheduling parameter, such that the states in (17) are rewritten as: 2) Scheduling Pa rameters: In this study, the QoV model used to synthesize the LPV FTC is parameter dependent. The varying parameters P1 and P 2 allow to ensure that the sus pension control respects the semi-activeness and saturation damper constraints, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , these actuator constraints change if the damper is faulty, such that P1 and P2 depend on the efficiency of the actuator as :
The LPV system then includes 3 time-varying parameters.
The varying parameter a, estimated by an FDD strategy, allows an on-line adaptation of the semi-active damper when this has a leakage. Based on parity-space theory, it is possible to generate a residual with decoupling between disturbances and faults, i.e. sensitive to the leakage and insensitive to the bounded exogenous road disturbances. According to [40] , the faulty damping force F sa due to a damper leakage can be estimated by:
where, the operator [ . ] + stands for the Moore Penrose pseudo inverse. The matrix W is the parity matrix to generate the residues r-( t) that decouples the faults from disturbances and uncertainties, given by:
by considering an horizon 8 associated to the 8 -th time derivative; the matrixes 9 1 and 9 F distribute the inputs I
and Fo on the system. Because a perfect decoupling is quite difficult to achieve, the null space matrix W can be solved by an optimization problem as in [40] , [72] . Once the faulty force is estimated by the FDD, 0: can be easily computed by using a virtual sensor of the normal damping force, as: �., 2::: i�l F:U.'i 2::= '�� 1 F}Oi. Figure 4 shows an example of how a faulty damper affects the suspension performance. An increment of the damper leakage 0: causes:
• An increment of the vertical chassis acceleration is close to the fr equency of resonance of the sprung mass (around 1.5 Hz), affecting the comfort at low frequen cies. The comfort deterioration can also be quantified by the increment of the vertical displacement of the sprung mass (zs); in this case, the comfort is deteriorated up to 300% at low fr equencies.
• An increment of the vertical displacement of the un sprung mass Zus close to its natural frequency (around 8.5 Hz). The road holding performance is deteriorated up to 250% when the damping force is faulty.
• An increment in the suspension deflection ZdeJ mainly close to the fr equencies of resonance of the sprung and unsprung mass. This inappropriate increment of motion affects the time-life of all suspension components.
The main idea of the proposed LPV FTC in the semi active suspension is to provide the best possible trade-ott' between road holding and passengers comfort, by using the available damping force, such that the scheduling parameters PI and P2 are fault-adaptive. For instance, Figure 5 shows (in open-loop) how the suspension performances of a faulty damper improve with a change in the electric current (from 1 to 3 A); however inherently they are not the same that in the healthy case because the lack of force. In absence of saturation, the control output could demand more than the physical limits of the actuator to reject completly the faults, such as 8 A in a semi-active damper where the range of electric current is from 0 to 3 A. This is possible thanks to the available damper model; another solution is to take into account the actuator limitations by adding the control input among the set of controlled outputs.
3) LPVIHoo control synthesis for FTC: Here the proposed LPV FTC uses a varying parameter (0:) associated to the fault to schedule the suspension actuator work according to new damping characteristics. Because the suspension performances depend directly on the fault parameter 0:, as is shown in Figure 4 , this scheduling parameter is used to define parameter dependent weighting fu nctions allowing to modify on-line the performance specifications according to the state of health of the damper. The LPV synthesis framework .
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The proposed LPV 11-loo robust controller is synthesized by solving the LMI problem for a poly topic set of parameters. parameters, the stability will be guaranteed for all trajectories of the varying parameters. 4) Simulation Results: Time domain simulations are per formed on the LPV Qo V model given by (14) that includes a faulty semi-active damper. In order to compare the per formance of the proposed LPV-FTC, a classical semi-active LPV controller without fault tolerance features, denoted as "LPV nominal", is used as benchmark.
The scenario consists on a 3cm bump on the wheel from t = Is to t = 1.5s. The damper leakage, 50% of reduction of the nominal damping force (ex = 0.5), occurs at t = O. Figure 7 shows that the sprung mass displacement is reduced whit the LPV-FTC whit respect to (w.r.t.) the LPV nominal controller; by using the RMS of this signal, the comfort performance is improved 16.3% and the setling time is reduced 2 seconds. Inherently, the sprung mass displacement is lower when the damper is free of faults, i.e. although the LPV-FTC is better than the LPV nominal controller, the LPV FTC cannot retrieve the same performance as the nominal case because the damping force has more limitations. Similarly, the suspension displacement is lower whit the LPV-FTC, Figure 8 . The relative displacement is reduced 123 27.7% by using the RMS, i.e. the road holding is improved a lot by the LPV-FTC, which reduces the setling time 2.5 seconds. Road holding performance: Transient response of the relative displacement among the sprung and unsprung mass. Figure 9 shows the controller output in each case; note that when the damper is fr ee of faults, the LPV controller only acts when the vehicle passes on the bump, i.e. at time t = Is and t = 1.5s when it exists an exogenous road input. When the damper is subject to the fault, the LPV nominal controller can not schedule the malfunction, thus the manipulation (electric current) only appears in presence of the exogenous road input. Conversely, the LPV-FTC input current changes for long to schedule the damper leakage and achieve the best possible performances at every moment.
V. LPV FTC FOR VEHICLE DYNAMICS CONTROL
In this section we aim at showing that the LPV approach is an interesting tool to manage simultaneously critical driving situations due to road/vehicle conditions as well as actuator malfunctions. The considered fr amework to illustrate such an interest is the yaw control using 3 types of actuators, namely suspension, steering and braking control. While lots of stud ies have been dedicated to yaw control, in particular using steering/braking actuators as explained in [17] , fewer have considered the 3 actuator types. Among then, the authors have providing several methodologies as in [73] , [74] , [75] , [76] , While all that works have considered different cases in term of actuator coordination and/or emergency situations, no one has accounted for actuator malfunctions, which is the main objective here.
A new LPV/Hoo MIMO Global Chassis Controller (GCC) that aims at handling the lateral dynamic control, i.e. the yaw control, and improving vehicle stability subject to critical driving situation is proposed using the front active steering, rear braking and active suspension actuators (see Fig. 10 ).
This strategy is scheduled by 3 parameters ( P b, P s and P z).
Indeed, a special monitoring system is defined to evaluate how a driving situation is dangerous and to account for braking/suspension actuator failures. The control structure is then defined to be fault tolerant. This means that it can handle one actuator failure by changing the configuration of control on line. The whole strategy provides a maximum help to the driver by avoiding accidents during emergency situations. The smart progressive activation of the actuators is the key of performance and safety improvement.
It is worth noting that the controllers are derived thanks to LPV/1-loo methodology. This framework allows to smoothly tune the control performances thanks to the scheduling parameters P b et P s, guaranteeing internal stability (avoiding switching) and ensuring 1-loo performances.
A. A New Fault Tolerant Scheduling strategy 1) Control adaptation to critical driving situations and braking actuator malfunction: Two scheduling parameters P b and P s will be used to coordinate the actuators and provide a hierarchical use of the 3 VDSC actions (steering, braking and active suspension). When a dangerous situation is detected, the GCC gives a torque reference to the braking system (that avoids slipping thanks to the AB S local controller), and if the braking system is not efficient enough and is not able to stabilize the vehicle (e.g. in case of low adherence or braking failure), the steering system is activated, and the suspension 124   ---------------------------------1----------1---------- Road profil rL : performances are changed from soft to hard, in order to handle the dynamical problem. First, in a normal situation, only the suspension acts in order to keep the driving comfort, while not deteriorating the road handling (i.e soft suspension damping). When a dangerous situation is detected through the braking monitor P b (in terms of tire slip), the braking torque is limited accordingly in order to bring back the tire forces into the linear stable zone of the tire characteristic and avoid slipping.
The monitoring strategy presented below has been in troduced by the authors in [77] , Since attitude and yaw stability are concerned in this study, the strategy based on the measurement of the longitudinal slip ratio of the rear wheels (8Tj) is efficient while being simple. Both scheduling parameters are defined as follows:
• Monitor on the braking efficiency: The aim of the monitor is to schedule the GCC control to activate the steering system when braking is no longer efficient enough to guarantee safety. Then, one proposes the following scheduling strategy: (23) where e T b' :i = Tb ABS ':i -T;, j ' and one defines the scheduling parameter � (e) as:
where K = 13 0 0 0 Tbma". and X = 1 7 0 0 0 Tbmac are user de fined brake efficiency measures. Note that other monitor strategies may be employed.
• Suspension and Steering monitor according to the brak ing efficiency: P s is defined as : when 1 > Pb > R�Tit when R�Tit < Pb < R�Tit (25) when 0 < Pb < R�Tit when P b > R�r-it( = 0.9), i.e. when a low slip « s-) is detected, the vehicle is not in an emergency situation and P s is set to O. When P b < R�r-it(= 0.7), i.e. when a high slip occurs (> s+), a critical situation is reached and P s is set to O. Intermediate values of P b will give intermediate driving situations.
U(pz)C�(pz) xc(t)
'--v--' Cc (PI) (27) The suspension forces distribution is obtained through the matrix U (pz):
(1-pz
The parameter pz as defined in (26) allows to generate the adequate suspension forces in the four corners of the vehicle depending on the load transfer (left +::: :; right) caused by the performed driving scenario.
In the design step we will see how these parameters allow to handle critical situations through the activation of steeringibraking actuators and through the adaptation of the active suspension performances (to mitigate the roll movement) .
This suspension tuning is achieved as follows: when one of the suspension dampers is faulty, the generated load transfer will influence the vehicle stability and handling. For instance, when a malfunction is detected on the left front suspension system, pz -+ 1 penalizing the provided output suspension force on the faulty corner changing the level of saturation depending on the detected fault. Also, an overload appears on the right side. To managed that, the lacking suspension effort is compensated by the 3 healthy dampers to stabilise the vehicle. Indeed, left suspension are set to be "hard" to handle the overload caused by the loss of one of the right side dampers. On the other side, suspensions are relaxed and tuned to be "soft" for the remaining healthy actuators and a level of saturation is applied to the faulty one depending of the degree of deterioration detected.
2) Control reconfiguration under damper malfunction:
We propose a real-time adaptation of the right/left suspension control distribution when a damper malfunction is detected (that will generate a lateral load transfer and increase the risk of roll-over). Indeed, the load transfer caused by roll motion is considerably affected by the suspension system behaviour. The suspension systems efficiency can be moni tored through different strategies (leakage sensors, observers, parity space, ... ), but since the induced effect on vertical dynamics can be seen directly on the lateral load transfer of the vehicle, a smart way to get benefit from that and simplify the control structure is to consider the following varying parameter: To manage the suspension control distribution in case of damper malfunction, we propose an innovative partly fixed structure of controller, by making the LMIs structure orthogonal with a parameter dependency on the control output matrix, as follows:
B. Global chassis control design
The synthesis of the different controllers is completed in 2 steps, to decouple lateral and vertical dynamics. The coupling effects are handled through the scheduling parameter P s and thanks to an "anti-roll" action of the active suspension.
• First the steering/braking controllers are designed using the linear bicycle model, to improve the lateral dynam ics and to stabilize the vehicle.
• Then the suspension controllers are synthesized, us ing the linear vertical full car model, to improve the comfort/road handlding performance objectives and the vertical dynamics behavior. (26) Remark 2: It should be noted that, while in [77] only the braking action (scheduled by P b) is used only, the lateral dynamics are controlled here using both the braking and steering actions (as in [16] ), scheduled by P b and P s respectively.
Below, LPV/1{oo controllers (with P b and P s the scheduling parameters) are developed thanks to a dedicated poly topic approach. a) step 1: the braking/steering control Problem formu lation: Let us introduce first the extended bicyle model (29) .
The considered LPV/1{oo control problem is described in Fig. (11) with the following scheduled weighting functions: where w (resp.to;) is the braking (resp.steering) actuator cut-off frequency.
• When the tire force is in the linear zone, i.e. there is no risk of locking; so Pb --+ 1 and the weighting function gain of WTb' j is chosen to be low. Therefore, the braking control is activated.
• When a high slip ratio is detected (critical situation) , the tire may lock, so Pb --+ 0 and the gain of the weighting function is set to be high. This allows to deactivate the braking signal leading to a natural stabilisation of the slip dynamic.
On the other hand, when the driving situation is dangerous and presents a high risk for passengers, the steering control is activated through W80 (Ps). The steering action depends on the varying parameter Ps, with Ps(.) E P p, and P p, . { Ps E 1Ft : Ps s: P8 s: Ps} (where Ps = 0.1 and Ps = 1). The generalized plant corresponding to Fig. 11 is LPV and can be modeled as, Notice that the LPV model (30) is affine w.r.t parameters
Ps and Pb and can be described as a poly topic system, i.e.
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a convex combination of the systems defined at each vertex formed by P p (.), namely �(p(.)) and �(p(.)).
b) step 2: the suspension control problem formulation:
In this study, a 7 DOF vehicle model is considered, see (32). For the control design purposes, the suspension forces are modeled as follow:
where kij represents the stiffness coefficient of the suspen sion (that includes the spring element), Cij is the nominal damping coefficient and u�= the control input (where k* and C* are assumed linear in the control design step).
The suspension control problem with performance adap tation (see [4] ), to be integrated in the global VDSC strategy (Vehicle Dynamic Control), is considered using the following H= control scheme including 2 parameter var r ing weighting f · h
unctIOns. we re z, = Ps s 2 + 2 6 2 0' 2 S + 0 122 I S S ape III right suspensions on the four corners of the vehicle and tune the suspension dampers smoothly, thanks to the LPV fr ame work, from "soft" to "hard" to improve the car performances according to the driving situation. This distribution is han dled using a specific structure of the suspension controller Ks (Ps, Pz), given as follows :
Ae( Ps, pz )x e (t) + B e (Ps , pz )y(t) (34) u1-L= (t) Cc (Ps, pz )xc(t) where xc(t) is the controller state, Ae , B e and Cc controller scheduled by Ps and Pz . u1-L=(t) [u7z= (t)U7 T = (t)u�= (t)u�= (t)] the input control of the suspension actuators and y(t) = zdef(t).
In this synthesis, the authors wish to stress that an in teresting innovation is the use of a partly fixed structure controller with a parameter dependency (pz) on the control output matrix, combined with the use of varying parameter Ps on the weighting functions of the chassis displacement (z s , considered as a comfort indicator) and the roll motion (e, a road holding indicator). This allows to activate the different actuators depending on the driving situation, and to coordinate efficiently these actuators with smooth transition between different performance obj ectives even if they are contradictory.
The LPV system (33) includes two single scheduling parameters and can be described as a poly topic system, i.e, a convex combination of the systems defined at each vertex of a polytope defined by the bounds of the varying parameter. The synthesis of the controller is made under the framework of the Hoo control of poly topic suspensions, (for more details, see [78] ).
C. Simulation Results
Time domain simulations are performed on the full non linear vehicle model given in [77] , including also nonlinear tire and suspensions forces. In the sequel, the performances obtained by the proposed gain-scheduled controller, denoted as 'LPV', are analyzed and compared to the Renault Megane Coupe car (without control denoted as "open Loop").
Here, the scenario considered concerns a vehicle with a fault on the rear left braking actuator. The vehicle runs at 100kmih on a wet road (IL = 0.5) in straight line. A double line change manoeuvre is performed (from t = 2s to t = 6s) by the driver. Lateral wind occurs at vehicle's fr ont generating an undesirable yaw moment (from t = 2.5s to t = 3s).
A saturation of 75N on the left rear braking actuator is applied to simulate the fault on the braking system. The Time [5] Lateral Transfer Ratio resulting monitoring signals Pb and Ps and pz are obtained (see Fig. 13 ).
These parameters allow to activate or deactivate the control actions, when required. Note that Pb monitors the braking efficiency (compared to an AB S system) and Ps depends on the value of Pb. It also provides the needed assistance to the driver by giving an additional steering 6 + and setting the suspension dampers to "hard" to enhance road handling in critical situations. Also pz allows to distribute the suspension efforts depending on load transfer left/right to manage the overload on each corner of the vehicle by generating the adequate efforts.
It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the proposed strategy enhances the vehicle lateral stability. The vehicle yaw rate is considerably enhanced by the LPV approach, which im proves the car lateral dynamics. Roll motion of the chassis 2.5 3
Remark 4: For Fig. 14 , a "reference vehicle" yaw rate is given to have a better idea on the improvement brought by the proposed LPV strategy. Fig. 15 shows that the LPV design strategy, in addition of enhancing vehicle stability, improves the vertical dynamics. It can be seen that the roll dynamics are considerably attenuated which enhances the vehicle handling when facing critical driving situations. Fig .16 shows the considered faulty braking torque. It can 128 be clearly seen that the actuators is saturated at low value (75 Nm) which simulates the actuator failure and generate a instability risk.
In Fig. 17 the healthy braking actuator is shown. The torque provided by the right rear actuator is generated by the previously synthesised LPV/H oo to ensure vehicle stability when the driver is performing this dangerous scenario. 18 shows that the steer control is well coordinated with the braking actuator to compensate the lack of the braking torque on the left rear wheel, (and this will a small contro effort). The result in Fig. 19 shows the efficiency of the proposed strategy in term of vehicle stabilization. It can be clearly seen that the good coordination of the vehicle steering, braking and suspension improves very well the vehicle behaviour and enhance the various car dynamics (vertical, lateraL). The vehicle is kept, by the proposed LPV/Hoo, from going beyond the limits of the stability region (based on the sideslip stability observation of the vehicle) even when performing a dangerous driving situation.
Remark 5: One of the important advantage of the LPV 1Hoo control is coordinating hierarchically the use of differente actuators to prevent the risk of loss of manoeuvra bility and safety degradation in critical driving conditions.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In that paper, the interest of the LPV approach, not only to deal with non linear plant models, but also to account for actuator malfunctions, has been emphasized in two applica tion cases. First in the case of semi-active suspension control with possible damper malfunction, the actuator efficiency is estimated and considered as a scheduling parameter to provide a FTC LPV suspension control strategy with fault scheduling performances. In the second case, a LPV yaw controller is designed using front steering, rear braking and four active suspension actuators. The proposed LPV strategy allows to handle the effects of braking and suspension actuator malfunctions. Indeed a smart LPV control structure is proposed that allows to provide control reconfiguration thanks to the coordination of all the actuators.
When a FDD scheme is available, the LPV approach is then shown to be a nice tool to derive reconfigurable control with:
• fault-scheduling control design in order to ensure fault compensation,
• fault-adaptive performances to satisfy the actuator con straints and to provide desired performance degradation,
• fault-accommodation MIMO control to modify on-line the control allocation.
